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Chat
We are now on final countdown to the Cobweb Spin. Thanks go to
Hank who has put a lot of effort into its organisation. Initial meetings
with Hillier staff began last autumn and there has been much to
arrange since. Let’s hope the weather is kind on the day and that we
get a good attendance of both cars and public.
The Cobweb signals the start of the season for the WMGOC and
you will see that our calendar is starting to include more runs and
gatherings as we head into Spring. We are blessed in this part of the
world for the sheer number of events available to us.
I tried a new monthly one at Shamrock Quay in Southampton recently.
I arrived to find our Editor had beaten me to it and had already
started an MGB line up. We ended up with five in a row amongst the
60 or so mixed classics that included everything from a mini-moke to
a fire engine. The coffee was decent and there was grub available as
well. It’s on the 3rd Sunday of the month and worth checking out.

Steve

Must see –an Austin 8 touring the Lake District before the tar
sprayer spoiled the fun:
www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=2jHyutfRo1g

Winchester MGOC meet on the last Tuesday of the month at:
The King Charles, Lovedon Lane, King’s Worthy, SO23 7NU
NB. We are an active group and may sometimes meet at some far off pub,
so please check with the Secretary and join us. . . . somewhere.)
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Gar a g e s
We probably all want something different from our classic car, be it
the driving experience or the social aspect of owning such a car in
the same vein. Some will love undertaking full-on restoration projects
whislt others will shy away from even an oil change. Should you fall
into the former category, turn the page. There is nothing for you here.
Should you prefere to have the dirty work done for you, where do
you go?
Over the years I’ve taken cars to various garges for MoT tests and
have been ‘tucked up’ on more than one occasion. The tales I could
tell if we had the space...
I take my cars now to The Village Garage, Colden Common (01962
712185). Should there be a problem, or even a hint of one, the guys
there will show you where. Very helpful as prevention is better than
repair.,
Also at Colden Common is DJ Autos (01962 712484). Darren’s own
MGB is testament to the standard of his work. A helpful guy.
Pitt Lane Classics has looked after some members ‘higher value’
cars and a recent tour of their workshops suggests they work to a
very high standard. “Not cheap” but “...highly recommended.” http://
pittlane.co.uk.
Foundry Motors, Foresters Park,
Wellshouse Lane, Kings Worthy
Is another garage used by a
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club member since 1991 for a variety of cars, Mini, MGB to RV8 so I
guess that is some sort of recommendaion.The business is run by two
brothers, Kim and Lee Stannard. 01962 880269.
Another member uses Dan Monks at Winchester Classics who
reportedly did a good job on his MGA. The work being done at the
owner’s home, due to the car being a ‘non-starter’. I received a glowing
recommendation along the lines of “...such a lovely guy. [I’d] have no
hesitation in recommending...” 01489 878615 / 07747 552051
Broadway Garage, Andover, is another offered by a member living
over that way. “I regularly use this garage to get work done on both
my MG RV8 & ZT-T”. 01264352489.
Also in the north-west of our are we are commended to Andover
Upholstery “Excellent small family business of domestic car and
motor cycle seat and trim restorer with hood fitting or repair and
general upholstery.” Several examples of good workmanship and keen
prices sugest that if you are not comfortable doing your own trimming
the number to call is 01264 323144.
All those listed here have web sites so if you have a need more
information is readily available.
dt
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WMGOC
Society
Page
A dinner-jacket, a bow tie
and decorum goes out of
the window...

Did you hear the one about

Lake Garda & the Stelvio Pass

The Italian Job
The focus is on the bottle.
The camera’s, Steve’s. Only
the label is sharp. So many
possible puns.

I had always fancied having a go at driving the Stelvio Pass but I was not keen
on the thought of taking the MGB on a journey of that distance. The car
would certainly cope, but I wondered what condition I would be in on arrival.
I reckoned I would spend most of the drive watching the temperature and
oil pressure gauges rather than enjoying the scenery. So I bought an Audi TT
convertible to do the trip. 225 BHP, 4 wheel drive, comfy seats and air con.

If someone rests a camera
on a beer glass in front
of you, be wary of your
response.
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would meet a Piccadilly Line tube train coming in
the other direction. We finally ended the day in
Italy at a Tyrolean style hotel beside Lake Valentina.

I know that several of our members have an extra MX5 hidden away, so no, I don’t
feel guilty! Mind you, the size of the boot in the TT make the MGB GT look like an
estate car when it comes to luggage space. We would have to travel light.
Day 1 started at 4am to be ready for the 8-30 ferry from Dover followed by 5
hours of motoring across France to reach the Novotel Nancy our first stop over
point. After our first 444 miles and 33 Euro’s worth of motorway tolls we had the
chance to acquaint ourselves with our fellow travellers. There were 12 others to
be travelling along our route, comprising of Jaguar XK8s, Mercedes SL and CLKs,
Porsche 356, 911 and Boxster, BMW Z4, an MGB Roadster and a Triumph Spitfire.
We were lucky enough to have landed with a good crowd and everyone was looking
forward to the coming adventure.
Day 2 was another long drive taking most of the day to travel another 364 miles,
crossing the border into Switzerland at Basel and cutting across a corner of Austria
before dropping into the top of Italy. We did not have to stop at the Swiss border
as we had already purchased our Swiss vignette on-line before departure. This
windscreen sticker is valid for the current year and entitles you to use the express
roads and motorways. It costs around £30 and is valid until January of the following
year. It is charged on the calendar year, so don’t buy one in December! The Austrians
have a similar system but all allow you to purchase a vignette to cover a period of 10
days, for which you can stipulate the start date. This costs around 8 euros and again
you can buy on-line before travelling or at the border.
We made sure we topped up our fuel in Switzerland to take advantage of the
cheaper prices before entering Austria which it felt like we saw most of from
underneath! Spectacular mountain roadside scenery was shortly replaced by never
ending tunnels. The Arlberg tunnel at 14km was so long we started to wonder if we

Day 3 (180 miles) was an early start to head
directly to the Stelvio pass. It can get busy and
as we were going to hit it on a Sunday morning
there were likely to be plenty of day trippers. We
were there in about 30 minutes and made a quick
roadside stop for the necessary preparations. (1)
Roof down (2) Fleeces on (3) Mount fixed to
headrest and mini video camera clamped into
place (4) Matt Monro CD inserted, track selected
and volume set to maximum. With ‘On days like
these’ from the opening sequence of The Italian
Job as the soundtrack, we headed off up the pass.
It was a glorious winding drive in brilliant sunshine
on an almost empty road. There was a quick
stop at the halfway mark to re-set the camera
and remove the fleeces! It was warm in that
sunshine, despite snow capping the mountains.
Stelvio itself, at the top of the pass was ‘touristy’,
not quite as tacky as expected, but very busy. We
must have got one of the last roadside parking
spaces available. A hot Bratwurst with sauerkraut
was most welcome, followed by a climb on foot
further up a mountain path to get a better view
of the route we had just climbed. Rather than
heading off on our journey we decided to go
back down the pass for a second go.
By now it was getting busier and the opportunity
for a spirited drive was turning into more of a
procession, so we did an about turn at around
the halfway mark and made our return up and
over. The road down the other side of the pass
was very different in character. Instead of tight
zig-zagging between a stone wall on one side and
sheer drops on the other, the route down was
greener, more sheltered and with gentler curves.
There were waterfalls and tunnels that were really

just roofed over sections of road with one open side. These diverted waterfalls over
the roadway and provided protection from rock falls. Once down onto the greener
valley it became much warmer and provided you had managed to regularly pop your
ears during the descent, your hearing returned.
During the next stage it felt like our satnav took us on a mystery detour. Rather than
try to follow the detailed and lengthy route instructions, I had been programming the
route the night before, selecting alternative routes until the satnav route matched the
tour map. This saved a lot of hassle and stress into trying to navigate, while driving
in a foreign country, on the ‘wrong’ side of the road with road signs in a different
language. Both driver and passenger could relax, watch the scenery and slavishly do
whatever “Sally satnav” said. (AKA Tomassina Tom-Tom). She suddenly decided that
the main roads were no longer for us and demanded a left-turn onto a minor road
that gradually turned into no more than a lane. This was apparently the Motirolo
Pass, a popular cycling route that rises to 1.5km with an average gradient of 8%.
Nearing the summit “Sally” lost the plot with her map showing us driving in a field
parallel to the roadway. She then lost signal at crucial junction, naturally leaving us
to choose the wrong road. When your Satnav gets lost, what chance do you stand?
After driving for about 10 minutes down an ever narrowing track the decision was
made to turn-around. Easier said than done! On reaching that crucial junction again
all hope returned in the form of bright yellow Triumph Spitfire crossing in front of us.
It was one of our travelling companions. Either we were on the right road after all, or
both lost. After a quick consultation we decided to carry on ‘upwards’ on the basis
that we would then find a road to come down again, hopefully on the ‘other’ side

of the mountain. “Sally” finally
came to her senses again and
after a long descent we finally
re-joined a main road, but we
all had a niggling feeling that it
looked suspiciously like the one
we originally turned off.
We then had a few more hours
driving to reach our destination
at Lake Garda.
After the
earlier roads this seemed the
monotonous bit, when your
back-side starts to go numb and
you just want to get there. We
put the roof up and put on the
air-con as it was getting very hot
and we were starting to fry. We
then met some of those Italian
cars that must be fitted with
large magnets for bumpers, as
they insisted on tail-gating just a
few inches from our rear before
overtaking at the most unsuitable
point they could find, such as a
blind bend or in a tunnel. I did
wonder if my over-sized GB
sticker was attracting them. With
every other car seeming to be
an Audi I was actually quite glad
to have chosen such a distinctive
GB warning that the driver was
on the wrong side of the car. The
Spitfire and the MGB stood out
like a sore thumb, but we did
not have such a benefit. On our
final run into Garda we were
running alongside Lake Iseo in
quite heavy traffic and constantly
in and out of tunnels with just
fleeting glimpses of the Lake. I
now understood the warning not

to wear sunglasses as the constant transition from sunlight to unlit tunnel would have
left you literally in the dark.
We arrived at our destination around 4pm and you could almost hear the sizzle
as I plunged into the pool as soon as we had unpacked. Some of our party were
already there and a few trickled in after us. There was concern for the MGB as it
had still not arrived by the time our evening meal was being served. There was relief
all round when it finally arrived around 9pm by which time it had begun to rain.
They had taken four hours to climb the Stelvio pass due to overheating problems,
having to make regular stops to cool down. Being so late they then had problems
navigating in the dark. The standard MGB head lamps are dim at the best of times,
but they had also not been adjusted after the recent fitting of new rear springs which
resulted in them illuminating and area only feet in front of the car! The rain then
added to their woes, but regardless they soldiered on and made it in. Later, while we
were all chatting and comparing experiences the subject of luggage space came up.
None of the cars were exactly load carriers, but the Porsches seemed to have the
advantage with the ‘front’ boot space. The guys in the MGB explained their system
for separating one another’s luggage. “Well, all of mine is in Morrison’s carrier bags
and all of his is in Tesco bags”. There’s nothing like keeping it simple?

“At leisure”
After all that driving our first day at Garda was going to be taking it easy. Just a
short drive around the South of the lake to Desanzano, where we sat and watched
the ferries, sampled the ice cream and found a vintage Lancia to photograph. In
the evening we teamed up with fellow travellers and made plans for the following day. Several of us fancied a trip to Venice, just over 100 miles away. To come
so far and not to see Venice seemed impolite. We discussed the options with our
local tour guide. Should we take the train or drive? That was the question. The
tour guide did not understand why we would even want to try to drive to Venice
when there was cheap and frequent train service that would give us a hassle free
trip. Our minds then were made up. We were British so drive there it was! Next
morning a small convoy consisting of Triumph Spitfire, Porsche Boxster and Audi TT

headed up the Autostrada. It was pretty straight forward. We crossed the causeway into Venice alongside the railway line and as we hit the island we took the
first exit on the right, up to the barrier and straight into the multi-storey car park
where we parked on the 7th floor all day for 20 euros. No time tables or missed
trains to worry about – come back when you like. For another 20 euros per head
we bought an all-day rover type ticket for the water buses from the kiosk beside
the car park ticket office, and off we went to the boat stop on the other side of
the road. Even out of season Venice was very busy and we had a great time boat
hopping and visiting the tourist essentials. Our third day at Garda was again a quiet
day with a drive to Sirmione with its picturesque castle set on a peninsular jutting
out into the lake. As well as some stunning views, I managed to find a very pretty
little vintage Fiat 500. For our last day we teamed up with another couple on the
tour and hired a speedboat
to do some sightseeing.
We had a great time navigating our way around the
southern half of the lake,
heading up to Salo, across
to Garda and then around
Sirmione. I use ‘navigating’
in the loosest sense as we
were armed with an A4
print of the Lake, which
made sense only when we
managed to get it the right
way up. Trying to find the
Marina again was also a
challenge. “I am sure it was
around here somewhere.”
Day 8
The start of the return trip, 285 miles back into Switzerland via Milan. The first
half of the trip was on motorway and major roads and pretty uneventful. Unable
to turn off the speed trap warnings on the Satnav it constantly pinged all the way
around Milan to the extent it was nearly thrown from the window. Fellow travellers in a Porsche caught my eye as they came up behind us, mainly due to a strange
flickering of their headlights. They rapidly passed us and pulled into the next
services. I subsequently found out the flickering was due to a partly closed bonnet
(or boot in the case of the Porsche). They both had thought the other had packed
that last small suitcase which had been left in the car park back at Garda. OOPS!
We then stopped at the inevitable toll booth and joined the long queue. As we

finally reached the front Debbie wound
down the window and greeted the attendant with a smile. “Good morning!”
she said. The attendant stared blankly
at her and then in broken English said
“This is impossible!…..You speak to
me!......Nobody speaks to me”. He
must lead a lonely life or is just not
used to Brits. The road got interesting as we turned off and climbed the
St Gotthard Pass. This was fairly wide
and although it climbed steeply did not
prove too much of a challenge. As we
climbed you could feel the temperature starting to drop and after a quick
stop at the top to take in the view, the
descent became more interesting with
tighter bends and a narrower road that looked like a ribbon that had been tossed
randomly down the mountainside. Next came the Furka pass, where the sturdy
roadside Armco was substituted in places with some red and white striped tape
strung between temporary metal rods pushed into the ground. We made a photo
stop beside the sign for James Bond Strasse, which carried an explanatory note
that “The dramatic car chase scenes in the 1964 James Bond movie ‘Goldfinger’
(including the famous scene in which 007’s Aston Martin shreds they tyres of Tilley
Masterton’s Ford Mustang) were filmed on the roads you see below you”. This
was a much more challenging drive with some spectacular drops if you missed the
road! We followed on to the Grimsel Pass which was almost lunar in its landscape

with an unexpected lake at the top of the mountain, passed while driving just below the cloud level that skimmed the road in places. Our drive finally ended at our
Hotel beside Lake Lucerne where we were able to watch the paddle steamers as
they called in at the landing stage opposite. A really memorable day.

Day 9
We left Switzerland and headed for our next overnight stop in Luxembourg. This
trip was a long day’s drive and the first half was mostly a reverse run our original route down. Saturday morning traffic in Basel was heavy, but flowing and we
crossed the border back into France before our first pit stop of the day. For the
first time on the journey it was chilly enough to need a jacket when leaving the car.
Before leaving Switzerland we watched the odometer flick over to 100,000 miles.
Shortly after that we overtook a lovely early 1960s Sunbeam Alpine sports car on
GB plates. We exchanged a wave as we had with a few other ‘Brits’ who were few
and far between so far South. Colmar was to be the point at which we switched
our route, heading North to Strasbourg. Colmar is reputed to be one of France’s
prettiest Towns, but although we detoured into the centre with the intention of
making a short tourist stop, we were unable to find anything worth seeing, mainly
as all the car parks were full and we could find no spaces. It was then that Sally
SatNav decided to try my patience by switching the display to map only and offer
no lane guidance. A severe stabbing at the screen eventually brought her back to
her senses but after that she seemed not to talk to us for an hour! We did find a
replica of the Statue of Libery in the centre of a round-about in the middle of a

trading estate, but we have absolutely no idea why she is there. The route onwards to Luxembourg was very bland and became an endurance test. After a total
of 308 miles we arrived at our destination and booked into a very clean and tidy
hotel that had tried to add a touch of character with a collection of vintage 1950s
style radios displayed around the staircase landings. Was this some sort of tribute to Radio Luxemburg I wondered?? We were advised to visit the local petrol
station to fill up before leaving as Luxemburg has the cheapest petrol in Europe
apparently. The pump prices were the similar to those at home, but of course
these were in Euros and not £ sterling. We filled right up at 1.33 Euros / Litre with
enough to get all the way home and a bit more. Chatting over dinner that evening
(one of the best meals of the trip with the cuisine drawing in many of the locals)
we pondered on what Luxemburg was best known for. We eventually resorted to
Wikipedia without much success, so concluded it must be cheap petrol.

Day 10
This was supposed to be a straight run to the ferry at Calais but with a late afternoon sailing it seemed a shame to waste the day by not squeezing something else
in. Using the google and the hotel wi-fi (glad I took a little notebook pc with me as
it came in handy throughout the trip) I planned a detour into Belgium to visit some
of the battlefield areas around Ypres. There were some specific visits I wanted to
make. We left early but not as early as planned as “breakfast from 7am” meant
nearer 8am apparently. So there was some hanging around waiting for the hot
food to arrive (by now the cold ham and cheese style continental breakfasts were
wearing a bit thin!) We headed North West on what was a very foggy morning
and didn’t need any border signs to know when we had arrived in Belgium. You
could feel it through the seat of your pants as the road condition deteriorated.
That said, as we neared Ypres there were some great new roads that were certainly a great improvement since a previous visit nearly 10 years ago. We headed for

Langemark-Poelkapelle stopping off at the Canadian memorial then visiting Cement
house Cemetery. Just a few hundred yards away we came across the new Welsh
monument, unveiled only a month before. It was then off to Poperinghe, pausing
to view a roadside display set up alongside a small building site. Here was a selection of the perpetual ‘Iron Harvest’ that is still appearing in this part of Flanders.
Shells, bullet clips, shrapnel and all sorts of debris from the trenches unearthed
while digging some foundations about the size of a small garage. After visiting the
Old Military Cemetery in ‘Pop’ we headed for the coast. We were still early, so detoured when we saw one of the brown tourist signs for the Lissenthoek Cemetery.
We parked up beside a new looking visitor centre and I climbed up a low embankment to look over the Cemetery wall. It was one of those moments that stop you
in your tracks. I actually said ‘Wow!’ The impact of seeing so many headstones, row
upon row, really brings home to you the sheer scale of losses in Flanders alone. It
is a sight not easily forgotten. We finally arrived at the ferry with time to spare,
enough in fact to catch an earlier one than booked. What was surprising was to
find ourselves in amongst 150 London Cabs who were returning from a trip taking
sick children to Disneyland Paris. They even had their own UK Police motorcycle
escorts (bet the French loved that!) and looked like they had a good time judging by al the waving and tooting. We met up with fellow travellers again on board
as the MGB and Spitfire had caught the same ferry and, getting boarded first, had
watched us as we had been stopped on the loading ramp so that 150 taxis could
be waved past. Bit disconcerting that, with your front wheels on a ferry and the
back wheels still on a French ramp. For some reason you seem to notice every
movement the ship makes! Then we were home again, repeating to ourselves as
we drove off the ferry “Drive on the left, drive on the left…………………….

Steve

Events for 2015
Feb
March
April

24
1
31
6
12
12
18 & 19
19
26

May

26
28
3
16 - 17

Club night
Cobweb Spin
Club night
24th Spring Vehicle Meet & Auto Jumble
- Andover
Brooklands MG Era
B’mouth CCOP (Classic on the Prom)
Gurston Down - rounds of the SBD and
HSA Speed Championships

Arundel Castle gathering, Chichester
MGOC
National “Drive it” Day – Run to
Hollywood Cottage Lymington – David
& Barbara
Brooklands Drive It Day
WMGOC Club night run - Steve
Shelsley Walsh first event of the year
Bill Targett Memorial Steam Rally to be
held at: Highbridge, Eastleigh.

After the Funeral by Margot Tilbury
Friends and family no longer rally round
They’ve done their bit and now it’s up to me.
It’s an opportunity not a threat
Fifty years since first we met
In a pub. Uncle Bob did the tricky bit
Handing you my number.
All you had to do was phone.
You checked out my mother first
Before you asked the question four years later
Not realising you would get an exact copy.
Images and articles to: dave.tilbury@me.com Please.

